1 Introduction and background
The Internet architecture is today part of everybody’s life, thanks to the great progress done in the
technologies that allow the use of networks through different type of devices. Despite their different nature,
technologies are born with the purpose of ensuring connectivity every-where and every-time: to send
information, for example, we can use electromagnetic radiations in infrared frequency band, electric
transmission lines or wireless devices, which take advantage of the ether. Since the ether is present
everywhere in the world, it is reasonable to exploit the potentiality of this medium in order to use it as a mean
of communication, on which information can travel.
This is a very good choice, although there are some limitations, due to its intrinsic nature and physical
barriers to be overcame. It is a still open challenge for modern engineering: the limited coverage radius that
the current IEEE’s standards fail to ensure and the supply management of these devices give the majority of
limitations. Other important issues are strictly related to higher-level management, such as data link and
network operations (Fazio, 2012), that inherently are subject to interference and physical undesired
phenomena. Reasonably, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) (De Rango, 2013) are the subject to some kind
of recent studies, given that they are applied for many kinds of applications in real life (Fazio, 2013).
Many recent research efforts have confirmed that, given the natural evolution of telecommunication
systems, they can be approached by a new modeling technique, not based yet on traditional approach of
graphs theory. The branch of complex networking (Yan, 2010), although young, is able to introduce a new
and strong way of networks modeling, nevertheless they are social, telecommunication or friendship
networks. Each network present in nature, whether artificial (as the national water supply network) or based
on telecommunications, natural (such as brain synapses network) or relative to molecular interactions can be
seen as a Complex Network (CN), if appropriately modeled. CNs represent a new paradigm to which the
world (seen in its various disciplines of humanities, physical and scientific studies) is shifting.
It is necessary to find a modeling technique which allows us to model a real network as a Small World
Network (SWN, a particular branch of CNs) (Guidoni, 2008;Huang, 2012; Xiaojuan&Huiqun, 2010), while
maintaining a low network diameter and a high CC. Such networks are highly connected, because of their
largest connected sub-graph contains a huge proportion of the vertices. For example, the Internet represents a
SWN: we know that IP-packets cannot use more than a precise amount of physical links (equal to the value of
their Time-To-Live field), thus the structure of the Internet has evolved in a graph with relatively small
distances, even though it is rather large.
In this chapter, we propose a new approach, based on CN modeling, able to alleviate the limitations of
wireless communications. In fact, many recent studies have demonstrated that telecommunication networks
can be well modeled as complex ones, instead of using the classic approach based on graph theory. The study
of CNs is a young and active area of scientific research, inspired largely by the empirical study of real-world
networks such as computers and social networks. Our proposed modeling technique is applied to Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs). The proposal has the main purpose of ensuring an improvement of the distributed
communication, quantifying it in terms of clustering coefficient and average diameter of the entire network.
The main idea consists in the introduction of Hybrid Data Mules (HDMs), able to enhance the whole
connectivity of the entire network. As known from literature (Jiang, 2008), a Data MULE (DM) is a node
(generally a vehicle with a storage-equipped computer) dedicated to the creation of a link among couple of
remote nodes. The term MULE has initially born from the acronym Mobile Ubiquitous LAN Extension. In
fact, the main DMs application consists in offering network connectivity to last-mile villages (Pentland,
2004). Our idea starts from this approach: computers with storage and Wi-Fi link (DMs) are attached to
public vehicles (generally buses on bus routes) and, when the DM stops to pick-up or leave passengers, the
data is exchanged from the on-board router to the infrastructure router, via Wi-Fi connection (let us think to email downloading and uploading). This approach is typical of Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) (De Rango,
2014; De Rango, 2008). In this way, DMs can be thought as cost-effective mechanisms for rural connectivity,
because they use inexpensive hardware, which can be quickly installed and piggybacked on existing
transportation infrastructure. The use of DMs is extensively employed also in environmental monitoring,
which represents a class of applications that can benefit from sensor networks (Mainwaring, 2002). In these
scenarios, there is no need to have a dense sensor network, so a sparse network would be enough (with related
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low costs, due to the lower number of needed devices). On the other side, the distance among neighbor
sensors may become too high and the communication may require a lot of energy to be done. DMs can help
data collection, carrying data from sensors to the main infrastructure router. DMs can move randomly in time
or following deterministic (predictable) routes. They are assumed power renewable, while static sensors are
typically energy-constrained. Referring to a telecommunication network with dynamic topology, DMs are
usually used to create shortcuts the position where data gets on the mule is the beginning of the shortcut,
while the position where data gets off the mule is the end of the shortcut. The concept of DM shortcut is
different from the traditional (wired) one: DMs carry data on-demand, that is to say when data needs to be
forwarded; traditional shortcuts have fixed length and position, while DMs are moving nodes. As explained
later, we consider hybrid nodes for obtaining a SWN, since we suppose that they are equipped by two radio
interfaces.
The Milgram's approach, introduced in the sixties and largely proved in many experiments, gave a big
contribution to the spread of CN theory. There are different modeling methods and we have chosen and tested
the one proposed by D. Watts and S. Strogatz in the nineties (Erdős, 1960; Watts, 1998) and then spread by
A.L. Barabasi in the first years of the new century (Albert, 2002), that allows to transform a WSN into a CN,
by the re-wiring technique. This method provides the random deletion of some links of the network, between
couple of adjacent nodes and, then, the connections are created again by randomly linking not adjacent and far
nodes. So, the average communication distance between two nodes decreases, linking directly a smaller group
of nodes. In our simulations, in order to reconsider really these links, we have equipped the public urban
transporting vehicle (a bus) with a modem/router in 3G (or LTE) technology, creating long-range links
between transportation vehicles, which represent shortcuts for far nodes. So, the proposed scheme is based on
the utilization of public transport means (such as buses, trams and subways), used as DMs in our approach, in
order to carry data within the network, interconnecting various network clusters, relatively far one from each
other. The considered HDMs are equipped by "special" wireless devices, using two different transmission
standards, guaranteeing a "double" action range, which permit to expand the scope of the entire SWN. The
introduction of special nodes within the network, contributes to the improvement of network scalability,
allowing the addition of new sensors nodes, without substantial changes to the structure of the network. The
distribution degree of individual nodes in the network will follow a logarithmic trend, meaning that the most
of the nodes are not necessarily adjacent but, for each pair of them, there exists a relatively short connecting
path. The effectiveness of the proposed idea has been validated thorough a deep campaign of simulations,
proving also the power of complex and small-world networks.
This chapter is structured as follows: in paragraph 2 the main contributions and related works on CNs,
SWNs and HDMs are introduced, then in paragraph 3 the proposed idea is illustrated in all the main aspects.
Paragraph 4 shows the simulation environment and the performance evaluation, while paragraph 5
summarizes the main conclusions and future trends.
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2

State of the art and contribution

The concepts related to CNs have been deeply studied in the modern literature, in fact there are many works
focusing their attention on some theories and applications of CNs. Many models have been proposed, as the
one introduced by Albert and Barabasi in (Albert, 2002), in which an analogy with the structures of biological
and social systems has been made. The authors studied the associations between ideas and concepts and with
some artificial networks, including Internet and air routes; the model is famous for its ability to explain the
evolution of these systems in terms of adding, removing and editing nodes (Boyd, 2007; Petrou, 2009).
The SWN concept has been investigated in (Verma, 2011), in which the authors deals also with the addition
of a few Long-ranged Links (LLs), to significantly bring down the Average Path Length (APL) of the
network. The authors introduced a more realistic small-world model, considering the real constraints of
wireless networks such as the limited transmission range of LLs, and the limited available bandwidth for
wireless links. At the end, they propose the Constrained Small-World Architecture for Wireless Network,
evaluating the performance when adding LLs for reducing average APL. They shown that in moderately large
WMNs, a 43% reduction in APL can be achieved.

Erdös-Rényi and Watts-Strogatz (Erdős, 1960; Watts, 1998) treated the problem of SW modeling: authors
found that many already studied networks and systems (such as biological oscillators, excitable media, neural
networks, spatial games, genetic control networks and many other self-organizing systems) can be highly
clustered, like regular lattices, with a small characteristic path length, as for random graphs. These kind of
networks are called SWNs (by analogy with the small-world phenomenon, popularly known as six degrees of
separation).By the empirical experiments on CNs of the pioneers Euler and Milgram (Milgram, 1967), it has
been shown that, in a network of any kind and form, the communication between two random nodes occurs
(with information forwarding) through an average of six nodes before reaching its destination (small-world
phenomenon). This is a useful concept, which allows us to analyze and evaluate the performance of a
telecommunication network, in terms of efficiency and speed of data exchange. In (Guidoni, 2008), authors
demonstrated how a WSN can be well approached by a SWN with two different approaches; as known, in a
WSN there is a special node, called sink node, that is either the origin or the destination of a message, while
the other types of data communications (relay activities for example) happen between arbitrary
communicating entities. Authors found that sink node exhibits the most interesting tradeoff between energy
and latency, allowing the design of strict applications that demand a small latency and energy consumption.
The Communications Letters (Guidoni, 2012) proposes to design heterogeneous sensor network topologies
with Kleinberg's Small World (SW) model. The authors consider a model to create network shortcuts toward
the sink node in order to optimize the communication flow between sink and sensor nodes. The considered
end-points, in this model, are equipped with more powerful hardware, forming a heterogeneous sensor
network. Many simulation campaigns are led-out in order to show that, the shortcuts toward the sink node, the
network presents better small world features and a reduced latency in the data communication compared with
the original Kleinberg model.
In (Androutsos, 2006), authors applied the concept of SW Indexing Method (SWIM) for image retrievals in
a SW distributed media index. In their studies, they considered that each media object is only responsible for
a small portion of the overall index, so the loss of portions of the overall network of data objects accounts for
a small degradation in the retrieval procedure. They also introduced SW user agents on a large variety of
MPEG-7 images. In (Jiang, 2008) authors investigated the effects of DM insertion in MANETs, instead of
wire-lines, that are expensive and cannot be determined a-priori when dealing with mobile nodes. Authors
have shown the main advantages reachable with the creation of shortcuts by DMs introduction. In this work, a
novel approach for modeling WSNs as SWNs is introduced. It is based on the concept of DMs (called also
ferries), that act as special nodes for the enhancement of the SW properties of the considered network. In
particular, the authors made a simulation of the relationship between path-length and the numbers of added
DMs.
In (Banerjee, 2012) the authors propose a self-organization framework for wireless ad hoc networks. The
use of directional beam-forming for creating long-range short-cuts between nodes are investigated.
Throughout simulation campaigns for randomized beam-forming the authors have individuated crucial design
issues for algorithm design. They have proven that their proposal allows important path length reduction even
if the problem of asymmetric paths between nodes is still present. In order to face with this issue they propose
a distributed algorithm for small-world creation that achieves path length reduction while maintaining
connectivity. These results are proven by a detailed simulation campaigns.
In (Chakraborty, 2014) the authors based their study on the Barabasi observation that states "the scale-free
network is formed by preferential attachment of new nodes in the existing network". Therefore, a new node is
more likely to make a connection with a node having higher neighbor degree in the network. They find that
“greedy decision-making” is one of the key characteristics for the transformation of a regular network to a
scale-free network. Moreover, they show that pure random addition of new links in a regular network does not
result in a scale-free network.
The DM concept has been also used for addressing the problem of energy-efficient data collection in sparse
WSNs. In fact, in (Jain, 2006), the authors investigate the impact on the data success rate, latency, and energy
cost of a large set of operating parameters (such as data generation rate, sensor buffer size, etc.). In certain
application scenarios, different DMs may be required to meet performance requirements. In (Jea, 2005), the
authors research about the benefits of using load balancing techniques to assign sensors to DMs when
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different DMs are used, founding out that the used communication protocol plays an important role in energy
management. In (Chakrabarti, 2003)a new protocol is proposed, relying on the assumption of circular
transmission range, negligible message loss rate within the transmission range, and predictable DM arrival
times.
Another key issue in CNs is related to scalability: different studies in literature investigate the dependence
of this characteristic on network topology or, if we consider telecommunication systems, on adopted protocols
or architecture. In particular in (Zhou, 2006; De Rango, 2006) the authors investigate about the scalability of
wireless ad-hoc networks in terms of protocols. The same analysis is made in (De Rango 2009), with
particular emphasis to vehicular networking, while in (Molinaro, 2005) an architectural analysis is carried on.
Nowadays, the fundamental issue of network scalability is investigated in terms of dynamics and topology. It
has been discovered that scalability depends on dynamical properties and network size. Scale-free networks
are scalable for certain types of node dynamics.
As said before, starting from the empirical experiments on CNs by the Euler and Milgram, it can be
concluded that "in a network of any kind and form, the communication between two random nodes occurs
with information forwarding through an average of 6 nodes before reaching its destination". This is a useful
concept, which allows us to analyze and evaluate the performance of a telecommunications networks, in terms
of efficiency and speed of data exchange.
With the research activity introduced in this chapter, a new idea applied to a urban WSN is evaluated,
increasing the range of action and the communication efficiency. In particular, the chapter contains the
following contributions:
- Analysis of the main advantages arising from the introduction of DMs for a WSN;
- Proposal of a hybrid approach, focusing the attention on a double coverage (long and short) for the DM
nodes; the traditional shortcut method of DM insertion is extended by the definition of double coverage
devices, as illustrated in the next section;
- Implementation of real mobility patterns, instead of synthetic ones (random walk, random way-point,
etc.) which may lead to unrealistic results;
- Performance analysis on a real scenario and analysis of the trend of the main parameters related to a
SWN.
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3

Scenario and Hybrid Model (HM) Proposal

This paragraph is completely dedicated to the proposal of our HM. The idea is illustrated, after a brief set of
definitions and a description of the main issues and parameters that have to be taken into account for the
argumentation. In order to understand the advantages that can be gained by using HDM nodes, it is necessary
to study different parameters and learn about the distribution degree of nodes within the network, with a
complete understanding of the functionality of a generic network. As stated before, our main idea consists in
the introduction of special nodes (instead of traditional ones), equipped with a long-range and short-range
coverage devices. As known from literature, the parameters that have to be taken into account for CNs are
three:
a) Average Network DIameter (ANDI): following the classical treatment about networks modeling, a
network G = (V, E) can be seen as a graph G, that consists of a set of n nodes V = {v1, . . . ,vn}, ||V||=n and a
set of m edges E, ||E||=m. Since the network might not be connected, following the definitions of (Chung,
2002; Chung, 2002.2), the average distance in the network can be considered as the average across pairs of
path-connected nodes. If nl(i,j) is the number of links in the shortest path connecting nodes vi and vj (its value
is infinity if no path exists between vi and vj). At this point, the AVerage DIstance (AVDI) of the network is
defined as:
(1)

while the ANDI is:
(2)

b) Clustering Coefficient (CC, conceptually it is the probability of a node A to be connected to the node B,
having as common neighbor a node C): by definition, it measures the tendency of two nodes adjacent to a
common node to be connected each other, and it represents another important parameter when observing
network properties. In practice, it indicates (locally) the connection ability of network nodes and it increases
significantly the ANDI. The CC of the i-th node (indicated with cci) is:
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(3)

where ei is the number of edges which interconnect i’s neighbors and ki is the number of i’s neighbors. So, the
CC of the entire network is defined as the average of all cci:
(4)

c) Degree Distribution (DD): in the study of networks and their related graphs, the degree of a node vi,
indicated with δ(vi), is the number of connections, or edges, it has to other nodes. It can be indicated as:
(5)

and DD is the probability distribution of these degrees over the whole network. The DD(k) of a network,
generally indicated also with P(k), is then defined to be the fraction of nodes in the network with degree k.
Thus if ||V||=n and nknodes have degree k, then DD(k) = nk/n. Generally DD(k) can be represented by a
probability distribution or a pdf. The term δ(vi)provides an estimation of the importance of node v (it is called
also degree centrality), related to the analyzed system domain and based on the number of nodes directly
related with it. This concept is strictly related to DD. Generally, distributions like the Normal one are used
but, from many studies, it has been shown that many real networks cannot follow this trend.

Figure1:An intuitive representation of Random and Scale-free SWNs.
A SWN can contain billions of nodes, as an Internet connection: in order to move from one node to another,
few intermediate nodes should be crossed. SWNs are called Random SWNs (R-SWNs) when the pdf of DD(k)
is approximately Poissonian. So, it can be modeled by an exponential function (pdfDD(k)~exp(k)). SWNs are
also called Scale-Free (SF), if the pdf can be modeled by a power function (pdfDD(k)~kc), where c is a constant
value. Fig. 1 conceptually shows the difference between random and scale-free SWNs: humans often form
scale-free networks where some people are very connected and then others are not. The more connected nodes
in a SWN are called hubs or authorities.
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Figure 2:Different trends of DD pdf for Random (a) and Scale-Free (b) for different parameter values.
In (Albert, 2002) it is shown that a network can be classified as CN, more precisely SWN, if it has a high
CC (necessary condition) and a small ANDI, with a consequent average path length equal, approximately, to
six (quantified in hops number). Fig. 2a shows the trend of the Poisson pdf for Random Networks, while fig.
2b shows the trend of the Power law, with c=2.6.
Regarding the Euler and Milgram's rule about the six degrees of separation, many discussions about the
intrinsic meaning of that rule have been made, as in (Backstrom, 2012), showing that in some particular cases,
four degrees are enough to describes the particular relationship existing among two nodes. In fact, in
(Backstrom, 2012) it is stated that we have to think of the two points as being not five persons apart, but ‘five
circles of acquaintances’ apart—five ‘structures’ apart.” In this sense, people are in fact only four world apart,
and not six: on the average, when considering another person in the world, a friend of your friend knows a
friend of their friend.
To the aim of our proposal, since 0≤CC≤1, a value near to 1 indicates a high connection between
neighboring nodes (obviously in a fully connected network this value is exactly equal to 1). Therefore, the
first step is to develop a mathematical model with some statistical properties "similar" to the ones of SWN; in
this way, it is possible to obtain a platform on which it is possible to perform some mathematical analysis. For
the proposed HM, we start from a real regular network (already existing) and, then, we model it in order to
consider the obtained topology as a CN (SWN in particular). It will have an average path length L near to six
(we based our idea on the classical Milgram's theory) and an average clustering coefficient near to one (as
desired). As stated before, natural systems (regular or random) presents complex properties related to internal
connections of nodes: traditional network models are not able to express the "complexity" of their
connections, so CNs are chosen to do that, by modifying the layout of the starting network. The modeling
technique suggested in this chapter has the purpose of shaping a real WSN in a CN with the SW property,
with all the benefits that this kind of modeling can carry to the network, in terms of safety, speed and
connection stability.
In this chapter, we describe a HM. It is based on DMs insertion (Jiang, 2008) and it considers two types of
nodes. One node composed by traditional DMs (urban buses, metropolitan vehicles for example) and the
second one composed by nodes with double coverage range (for example, based on two interfaces with
different power or two different technologies); we demonstrate that, in this way, it is possible to increase CC,
with a consequent decrease in the average path length. Depending on the considered mobility model, there are
two ways to realize the DM insertion.
If we are considering "deterministic" networks in which, for example, urban buses and sensors follow
standard roads, we can decide what route these nodes should follow in order to obtain a complex structure
(without deleting routes casually). In this way, DM routes are known and deterministic.
If we are considering a "non-deterministic" network in which, for example, accidents or fires happen in
random points or in which sensors are deployed casually, we should investigate on the number (and/or the
position) of mules to insert, for reducing battery consumptions (De Rango, 2012; De Rango, 2013) and
coverage radius. In this last case, a markovian process (Fazio & Tropea, 2012; Fazio, 2013 November) can
describe DMs movements, for example. In particular, Discrete Markov Chain Models (DMCMs) can be
considered for this purpose. First of all the geographical area is subdivided in a discrete number of regions,
then a state of the chain is associated to each region. That is, given a geographical area A, it can be described
as A={a1, a2, ..., aZ}, where ai, i=1,..,z, are the considered adjacent zones, as illustrated in fig. 3.
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Figure 3:Geographical map subdivision and the associated Markov states.
Associating a state si∈S, where S={s1,...,sz} is the set of the considered Markov chain states, to a zone ai∈A,
then it is possible to define the DM transition probability pij, from state si to state sj (the probability of
movement of DM from ai to aj):
(6)

where qi is the number of adjacent areas of ai and each state si∈S represents the condition related to the
presence of a DM in a specific area.
By the application of Watts-Strogatz's algorithm, it is possible to reduce the average path-length from L=n
to L’=log(n), where n is the number of nodes. So, considering a sensor network composed by n nodes, with
an average DD equals to k, with n>>k>>ln(n)>>1, the related graph G=<V,E>with nk/2 edges (||E||=nk/2) can
be obtained by following the Watts-Strogatz’s algorithm. Each node is connected until a regular ring network
is obtained, where the n nodes are linked to k neighbors, so k/2 for each side. Remembering that V={v1,…,vn},
with ||V||=n, then the edge ei=(vi,vj) will exist if and only if:
(7)

At this point, for each node vi, the edge ei=(vi,vj) with i<j is removed and rewired with a certain probability
β, where 0< β<1. If the rewiring is made, the old link ei is replaced by link et=(vi,vt), where t is chosen
uniformly, in order to avoid loops and link duplications.
During the analysis of real cases, it is possible to achieve the goal of path-length reduction by exploiting the
urban buses and the mobile routers (as HDMs), equipped with a double radio coverage system. As shown
later, it is possible to reach high values of CC and lower values of L. Intuitively, the number of mobile nodes
to insert within the network has an upper bound, which varies according to the physical size of the entire
network.
So, HDMs are means that allow to rewire links, adding new shortcuts, without removing any existing node.
The main objective of the HM proposal is to model any existing network as a SWN, with CC → 1 and route’s
average length L≈6, as learned from Milgram’s experiences (Milgram, 1967). HDMs, in fact, are not only
mobile nodes, but are transmission devices with an increased range: this additional condition makes possible
to create some long-range links between different DMs added in the network, drastically reducing the average
path length L, bringing it at the right condition (near to 6). The special nodes can be implemented by Wi-Fi
router with MIMO standard, which use different IEEE standard transmissions as IEEE 802.11n for shortrange links (coverage radius r) and UMTS for long-range links (coverage radius ru).

4

Performance Analysis and Simulation Results

Different simulation campaigns have been carried on in order assess the effectiveness of the proposed idea.
First of all a Java simulator has been implemented, able to describe the behavior of a network and to verify
the described proposal. It consists of a multi-thread system, based on real maps, extracted from
OpenStreetMap (Open Street Map, 2015) and SUMO (SUMO, 2015). In this way, node movements are
forced to follow real roads, giving the possibility to obtain more realistic results. We considered two different
maps regarding Cosenza (south Italy) and Paris (France), with the same maximum size of 630x1150 m2. Fig.
4 shows the couple of considered maps. Given the maps below, we considered "deterministic" networks.
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Figure4: Geographical map subdivision and the associated Markov states.
In our Java tool, the Graph class has been created, recording every movement of each node and saving the
information in a matrix adjacency structure. The pattern is based on one or more objects, called observers (or
listeners) that are registered to handle an event that could be generated by the "observed" object. The
simulation results are shown before and after the DMs insertion. Simulations have been performed for: a)
density calculation, b) calculation of the average path length with only sensor nodes, c) calculation of the
average path length by varying the number of special nodes, d) evaluation of the trend of the clustering
coefficient. A short coverage range of [70, 100] meters has been considered (we do not specify a particular
technology):we assume that fixed sensor nodes can extend their coverage within those values, also on the
basis of the path-loss and fading phenomena. As DMs we assumed that public transportation vehicles (such as
buses) can be equipped with a standard interface (the same of the sensor nodes) and an extended one (such as
3G or 4G connection). In this way, as shown in the curves, isolated islands of sensors can be connected with a
lower number of hops, obtaining a gain in terms of energy consumption. A preliminary campaign has been
carried out in order to evaluate the density of the graph for different map dimensions, avoiding considering
scattered networks in the whole campaign. In particular, we considered four different areas of simulation:
Area 1 of 400x400 m2 (minimum extension), Area 2 of 550x550 m2, Area 3 of 550x900 m2 and Area 4 of
630x1150 m2 (maximum extension). For the preliminary campaign, the coverage range has been set to 90m.

Figure5: Average shortest path length in the network without special hubs.

From Fig. 5, it is possible to see, only as example, the typical values of the average shortest path length L for
different area extensions, without the corrections introduced by DMs. When special nodes are inserted into
the system, we can observe that we get the expected gains since we have a substantial decrease in the average
length of the shortest path. In fact, from Fig. 6, it can be seen how there is huge decrease in the L value. In
addition, we can notice how there exists an upper bound of the number of DMs to be included within the
considered network. It has no sense adding a number of special nodes higher than 9 or 10. It is clear,
furthermore, that the variation of L, is very similar in the different scenarios.
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Figure6:Average shortest path length in the network with special hubs, Cosenza and Paris cases.
Let now see what happens to the system in terms of CC (Fig. 7). It represents another key feature in CNs,
indicating the ability of a network to create a certain number of SWs. Special HM, once applied, tends to
slightly increase this value compared to the one of the original network.
The maximum gain is about two percentage points. As stated before, a value of CC near to 1 indicates a
high connection between neighboring nodes (obviously, in a fully connected network, such value is equal to
1).

Figure 7:The trend of the average CC with and without HDMs, for Cosenza (CS) and Paris (PA).
Figure 8 shows a comparison among the traditional DM insertion method and the proposal of HDMs. In
particular, we fixed the map (Paris), the number of added DMs to 10, as suggested by Fig. 6, the short
coverage range (R1) to 100meters (the same range for all fixed sensors). We analyzed what happens to the
system in terms of L and CC when the long coverage range (R2) is varied into the set [100, 400] meters.
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Figure 8:The trend of the average of L and CC in function of R2.
It is clear that, in respect of the traditional ferries insertion, there is no dependence on R2. In fact, for both L
and CC there is a constant trend: the average value are 16.1 (hops number) and 0.512 respectively. For the
HDM case, the trend of the curves is heavily affected by R2: for higher values of R2, each added HDM is able
to cover a bigger area, containing a higher number of sensor nodes. In this way, there is a heavy reduction of
the number of hops involved in a generic path. Maintaining the same map size and increasing more the value
of R2 (over the value of 400 meters) the system will reach a value of L equal to 2, because each HDM will be
able to connect directly source and destination nodes. The decreasing trend will also reflect on the energetic
point of view: all the nodes can decrease the transmission power, because the HDM nodes will be able to
connect directly more couple of nodes. Referring to CC, it is observable that it will reach higher values for
bigger covered areas. In this way, all the nodes will have a direct connection with a higher number of
neighbors.

5

Conclusions and future trend

This chapter proposed a new approach suitable for complex networks for obtaining the small world
character, starting from an original wireless network (WSN in particular). We proposed a hybrid model, able
to sensibly reduce the average path length, and increasing (even if only slightly) the average clustering
coefficient, thus obtaining those characteristics that mark the complex networks as small-world. The core idea
consists of the introduction of hybrid nodes, that is to say data mules equipped with a dual coverage interface.
Gaining the small world property may be advantageous, especially for the reduction of the shortest path
length. Data mules are also able to perform load balancing along the various paths of the network, avoiding
overloads and preventing any performance degradation. The reduction of the average length of the shortest
path and the increase of the clustering coefficient contribute to the enhancement of network performance, also
in terms of fault tolerance. We also shown how the hybrid behavior of data mules outperforms the traditional
approach of single coverage mobile ferries, not able to introduce an additional enhancement in terms of
clustering coefficient and path length. We did not consider the energetic point of view, but future research
may be based on investigating and evaluating the energetic behavior of sensor nodes, after the introduction of
the hybrid data mules. We expect that batteries will have longer durations, since the sensor nodes may reduce
the transmission range when under coverage of data mules. In addition, considering the current future trends,
we can say that there are many works in literature tending to study analytical models, in order to take into
account latency issues, due to the upload and download of data to/from mules. Of course, this is very suitable
in DTNs, where nodes are able to spend time to receive the needed information. Other current studies regards
the possibility of implementing peer-2-peer communication protocols, able to give the possibility to mobile
data mules to exchange some signaling messages, aimed at the optimization of upload/download operations.
Additional works regards the possibility to increase the sensor sleep time, without the needing of staying
continuously in listening mode to find-out if a mule is under coverage.
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